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FFIILLMM  CCLLIIPPSS    
ffoorr  

CCAATTHHOOLLIICC  YYOOUUTTHH  FFAAIITTHH  FFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  
SSttuuddyy  GGuuiiddee  

  
INTRODUCTION: Film Clips for Youth Faith Formation is an exciting and creative 

approach to the faith formation of youth that uses a medium for which they have a 

natural affinity: Hollywood movies.   

 

In this eight-part series, fully licensed clips from Hollywood movies are used to help 

Catholic school religion teachers, parish catechists, and youth ministers involve their 

students in reflection and discussion about faith and its implications for prayer, belief, 

and behavior.  NOTE: Adults can find this series helpful for their programs as well. 

 

At the core of the program are clips from popular movies that exemplify key traits and 

issues that are part of a person’s life-long journey of faith.  The clips provide viewers 

with situations that relate to real-life experiences and draw them into a natural 

engagement with the subject. 

 

A person’s faith journey is a sacred and profound thing, but there is no reason why one 

cannot have fun along the way.  Jesus enjoyed himself at a wedding and certainly must 

have chuckled at his conversation with Zachaeus, the little guy in the tree.  It’s possible 

– necessary, even – to enjoy the process detailed in this program while still being true 

to the sacred task of faith formation. 

 
HOW TO USE THIS SERIES: The teacher/catechist/youth minister should download 

and consult the companion booklet for this program: How to Use This Series.  
Designed to help a leader make the best use of the lesson plans, this booklet contains 

significant supplementary material to support an understanding of issues such as 

“Catholic Social Teaching” or “Media Mindfulness.”  In addition, it provides short 

descriptions of some pedagogical tools employed in the lessons.  There is also a 

helpful bibliography of resources.



	   	  

 

IN SHORT: This series is divided into eight Episodes (one Episode per DVD).  Each 

DVD features three traits/issues. Four short film clips address each of these 

traits/issues.  Each DVD/Episode contains twelve clips and lessons.  Each lesson 

provides information about the film and the clip itself.  Also included are a variety of 

discussion questions, Scripture references, and reflection, prayer, and faith-in-action 

activities.  Each lesson can stand alone or work in conjunction with others.  It can also 

be used as a supplement to lessons contained in (arch)diocesan-approved textbook 

series. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: It is against the law to copy these DVD episodes, in whole or in part. 

None of the movies represented in this Episode is rated higher than PG-13 by the 

Motion Picture Association of America.  No inappropriate material is included in any of 

the film clips.  

 

Scripture texts in this work are taken from the New American Bible with Revised 

New Testament and Revised Psalms © 1991, 1986, 1970 Confraternity of 

Christian Doctrine, Washington, D.C. and are used by permission of the 

copyright owner. All Rights Reserved. No part of the New American Bible may 

be reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the copyright 

owner. 

 

Options for audio and subtitles in English or Spanish are available in “Settings” on the 

main menu of the DVD. Spanish subtitles are available for all film clips.  Spanish audio 

is available for most, but not all film clips. 

 

Film Clips for Catholic Youth Faith Formation is available via  
DVD’s, Internet Streaming, and School Site Servers.   

Please call (805) 984 5907	  
 

  

SSccrroollll   DDoowwnn  ttoo  BBeeggiinn  EEppiissooddee  FFiivvee..      
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PRIDE 
(See page 23 for other Film Clips regarding this topic. See page 4 for table of contents) 
 
AKEELAH AND THE BEE  (PG) 
Giving Your All       2:00 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  Why is it important to others that you do your best?  
NOTE TO TEACHER/CATECHIST – Make certain that your students understand the 

meaning of the kind of  “pride” that’s being used here, that which has to do with self-

worth and a sense of honest accomplishment.  Whereas, in Catholic theology, the sin of 

“pride” is what St. Thomas Aquinas referred to as “inordinate self-love,” a pre-

occupation with self.  Take some time to determine that your students have a sense of 

the sort of “pride” that is being cultivated in the lesson plans that unpack these film 

clips (Episode 5 – Film Clips # 1-4). 
 

SYNOPSIS:  Akeelah has a gift.  She can spell better than anyone she knows in her 

neighborhood in South Central Los Angeles.  Against the odds, she works hard with 

her coach to prepare for the National Spelling Bee.  But when she makes it all the way 

to the final round, she overhears a heated conversation between her rival and his 

father.  Akeelah decides to lose on purpose in order to let her rival win…and, in her 

mind, help him win the affection of his father.
 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Lionsgate; Directed and Written by Doug Atchison; 

Produced by Laurence Fishburne, Sid Ganis, and Nancy Hult Ganis; Starring Laurence 

Fishburne, Angela Bassett, Keke Palmer, Curtis Armstrong, and J.R. Villareal. 
 

VIEW THE CLIP: The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  



	   	  

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 
 

NEXT:  Is it important to others that you do your best?  Why? 
 

GOING DEEPER: 
Do you know of anyone who, intentionally, did not give his/her best? (No names!) 

Why did this person make this choice? 

Have you ever done something like this? 

Why did you choose to do so? 
 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(Younger Students)  Your friend’s parents are always after him to do his best, but it 

seems to you that they really mean, “Do better than everybody else.”  Is there some 

way for you to help your friend with this struggle? 

(Older Students)  How can a person your age balance, on the one hand, having and 

keeping good friends with, on the other hand, doing one’s best in school even if it 

means getting better grades than one’s friends? 
 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“From all the gifts that you receive and from the best parts, you are to consecrate to the 

Lord your own full contribution.”  (Numbers 18:29) 

“Be careful to heed all these commandments I enjoin on you, that you and your 

descendents may always prosper for doing what is good and right in the sight of the 

Lord, your God.”  (Deuteronomy 12:28) 

“Let us discern for ourselves what is right; let us learn between us what is good.”  

(Job 34:4) 

“The Lord loves justice and right and fills the earth with goodness.”  (Psalm 33:5) 



	   	  

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US?  

(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read these accounts (Matthew 16: 21ff; Mark 8:31ff.) of the same experience.  Peter is 

trying (with all good intentions) to deter Jesus from moving forward in his ministry and 

going to Jerusalem where he will surely suffer.  Jesus rebukes him rather sternly.  

What can this mean for us? 

 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Dylan (to Akeelah): "You do your best or I don’t want it [winning the Spelling Bee].” 

Akeelah and the Bee 
 

“Pride is a personal commitment.  It is an attitude which separates excellence from 

mediocrity”  

Anonymous 
 

“Show class, have pride, and display character.  If you do, winning takes care of itself.” 

Paul “Bear” Bryant, 20th Century American college football coach, best known for his 

25-year tenure as head coach at the University of Alabama 
 

“God makes three requests of his children: Do the best you can, where you are, with 

what you have, now.”  

African-American Proverb 



	   	  

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Do this activity regularly for a week.   

A. Pray this prayer silently in the morning to begin your day: “Gracious God, help me to 

be the best me I can be today.”   

B. Pray this prayer silently before going to sleep each night: “Merciful God, inspire me 

to see where I fell short of being my best self today and help me to do better 

tomorrow.” 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 

(All Students)  Spend the next week searching the medium of your choice (film, TV, 

recorded music, magazines/newspapers) for instances of the following: 

A. People (youth and/or adults) being invited to be their best selves, and 

B. People being encouraged to be less than they can be or to sink to inferior behavior 

 Keep a record of your findings (which had more examples?) and be prepared to share   

this with the class next week. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
“The Lord loves justice and right and fills the earth with goodness.” (Psalm 33:5)  Bring 

this Scripture quotation home to your parents.  Ask them for a family meeting at which 

you will determine a group action that you can all do together, something that reflects 

this OT quote. 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “PRIDE” 
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 21) 

 

APPS:   
OT: Covenant  

NT: Peter and the Twelve (Apostles) 

Ministry, Dignity, Honesty, God-given Gifts, Justice/Charity 



	  

	  
 
STAR TREK: FIRST CONTACT  (PG-13) 
Taking Pride in Your Vision       1:39 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  What does it mean to be a great person? 
NOTE TO TEACHER/CATECHIST – Make certain that your students understand 
the meaning of the kind of  “pride” that’s being used here, that which has to do 
with self-worth and a sense of honest accomplishment.  Whereas, in Catholic 
theology, the sin of “pride” is what St. Thomas Aquinas referred to as 
“inordinate self-love,” a pre-occupation with self.  Take some time to determine 
that your students have a sense of the sort of “pride” that is being cultivated in 
the lesson plans that unpack these film clips (Episode 5 – Film Clips # 1-4). 
 
SYNOPSIS:  The crew of the Enterprise have traveled back in time from the 24th 

Century to make sure that a pivotal moment in their history occurs: the warp drive 

rocket launch that would lead to the first human contact with aliens.  The inventor of 

warp drive and captain of that crucial launch, Zephraim Cochrane, is destined to be a 

great hero…even if he says he wants nothing to do with that destiny. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Paramount Pictures; Directed by Jonathan Frakes: 

Written by Brannon Braga and Ronald D. Moore; Produced by Rick Berman; Starring 

Patrick Stewart, Jonathan Frakes, Brent Spiner, Levar Burton, Michael Dorn, Gates 

McFadden, Marina Sirtis, Alfre Woodard, Kames Cromwell, and Alice Krige. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  



	   	  

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT:  What does it mean to be a great person? 

 
GOING DEEPER:  
When is this kind of modesty (exhibited by “Cochrane” in the film clip) not helpful? 

Do you know of people who have had to hide their talents? 

Why did they feel the need to do so? 

Have you ever had to do the same?  Why? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(Younger Students)  A girl in your class wants to run for class president.  You know 

she’d be good at the job because she is a hard-worker and displays a lot of 

organizational skills.  She’s shy and wants to fit in with the other students, but is afraid 

that running for office will give them the idea that she thinks she’s better than everyone 

else.  Your advice? 

(Older Students)  Your friend’s brother has always had a good singing voice.  It even 

escaped being an embarrassment when his voice changed at the onset of puberty.   

He was a repeated soloist in his highly regarded middle school choir, but high school is 

an altogether different experience.  Here the chorus is widely thought of as a refuge for 

losers, geeks, and nerds.  Although regularly winning awards in competitions, it can’t 

compete with after-school activities like sports, drama and the yearbook for the 

students’ (and parents’) respect.  What should he do? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 

“I will make of you a great nation, and I will bless you.  I will make your name great, so 

that you will be a blessing.”  (Genesis 12:2) 

“Great are you, Lord God!  There is nothing like you and there is no God but you, just 

as we have heard it told.”  (2 Samuel 7:22) 



	   	  

“A new hymn I will sing to my God.  O Lord, great are you and glorious, wonderful in 

power and unsurpassable.”  (Judith 16:14) 

“Great is the Lord and worthy of high praise; God’s grandeur is beyond understanding.” 

(Psalm 145:3) 

“In the same way the tongue is a small member and yet has great pretensions.  

Consider how small a fire can set a huge forest ablaze.”  (James 3:5) 
 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US?  
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read these three similar selections (Matthew 5:15ff.; Mark  4:21ff.; Luke11:33ff.) and 

decide what advice Jesus is giving us about using one’s talents appropriately. 
 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Cmdr. William Riker (quoting Dr. Zefram Cochrane to himself): "Someone once said, 

‘Don’t try to be a great man.  Just be a man, and let history make its own judgment.’”  

Star Trek: First Contact 
 

“I long to accomplish a great and noble task, but it is my chief duty to accomplish 

humble tasks as though they were great and noble.”  

Helen Keller, 19th-20th Century American author, educator; blind and deaf; about 

whom the play and film “The Miracle Worker” were written 
 

“To be simple is to be great.”  

Ralph Waldo Emerson, 19th Century American poet, lecturer and essayist 
 

“Hope begins in the dark, the stubborn hope that if you just show up and try to do the 

right thing, the dawn will come.  You wait and watch and work.  You don’t give up.” 

Anne Lamott, 20th-21st Century American author 



	   	  

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Type (or handwrite legibly) the following on a piece of paper:  “Loving 

and generous God, you have given me the following talents and abilities: ______.  I 

thank you for these gifts and promise to do my best, with your guidance, to put them to 

use in the following ways: _______.” 

Fill in the blanks and keep this paper in your bedroom where you will see it every night 

before going to sleep.  Use it as your night prayer for a week. 

 

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students) With your parents’ permission, spend time during the next week or two 

watching all the TV reality shows that feature people’s so-called hidden talent (e.g., 

singing, dancing, instrumental, choral, etc.).  If an amateur is paired with a professional, 

pay close attention to the way the pro showcases the amateur’s talent (or lack thereof).  

What do you think about these kinds of shows?  How real are these reality shows?  

Report your findings back in a class discussion at a date to be determined by your 

teacher/catechist.  Part of the discussion should focus on how much ridicule and 

cruelty are doled out by the judges in an attempt to assess talent or by the other 

competitors in an attempt to emerge victorious.    

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students) Helen Keller said, “I long to accomplish a great and noble task, but it is 

my chief duty to accomplish humble tasks as though they were great and noble.”   Go 

online to research a “humble task” that you can do to help an individual or a group in 

need.  Check the American bishop’s web site for ideas (www.usccb.org/campus).  

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “PRIDE” 
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 21) 

 
APPS:  
OT: Creation, Covenant, Commandments, Psalms  

NT: Parables (e.g., Talents) 

Human Dignity, Self-worth 



	  

	  
 
NAPOLEON DYNAMITE  (PG) 
Seeking Self-Esteem       2:15 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  What is self-esteem?  Why is it important? 
NOTE TO TEACHER/CATECHIST – Make certain that your students understand 
the meaning of the kind of  “pride” that’s being used here, that which has to do 
with self-worth and a sense of honest accomplishment.  Whereas, in Catholic 
theology, the sin of “pride” is what St. Thomas Aquinas referred to as 
“inordinate self-love,” a pre-occupation with self.  Take some time to determine 
that your students have a sense of the sort of “pride” that is being cultivated in 
the lesson plans that unpack these film clips (Episode 5 – Film Clips # 1-4). 
 

SYNOPSIS: Napoleon’s brother desperately wants to defend himself…and to feel 

better about himself.  So, it’s off to Rex Kwon Do self-defense class.  But is this what 

he really needs? 
 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from 20th Century Fox; Directed by Jared Hess; Written by 

Jared Hess and Jerusha Hess; Produced by Jeremy Coon, Sean Covel, and Chris 

Wyatt; Starring Jon Heder, Jonathan Gries, Aaron Ruell, Efren Ramirez, and Tina 

Majorino. 
 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  
 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 



	   	  

NEXT:   
What is self-esteem? 

Why is it important? 

How can someone acquire self-esteem? 

How did you do it? 

 
GOING DEEPER: 
What are some ways that people around us tell us we are not good enough? 

What about advertisers in various media (TV, films, commercials, etc.)?   

How do they give this same message? 

Do we believe them?  Why (not)? 

Who do you know (or know of) that possesses great self-esteem?  How does this 

person do it? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(Younger Students)  Does the way a teacher dresses or speaks affect whether or not 

students pay attention to him/her?  Do students think that what these adults have to 

say is less important than what is uttered by an attractive teacher? 

(Older Students)  There is a very gawky kid in school – a boy who is tall and lanky and 

wears out-of-style clothing and shoes.  Although he does pay attention to hygiene, he 

is oblivious to his appearance. Because of this, he is the butt of all kinds of jokes and 

name-calling.  The bullies can’t wait to point out his flaws to him and the kinder kids just 

pass him by.  One would think that he is not good enough for any of them.  What do 

you think? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“A faithful friend is beyond price, no sum can balance his worth.”  (Sirach 18:6) 

“Hidden wisdom and unseen treasure – of what value is either?”  (Sirach 20:29) 

“And this is my prayer: that your love may increase ever more and more in knowledge 

and every kind of perception, to discern what is of value, so that you may be pure and 

blameless for the day of Christ.”  (Philippians 1:9) 



	   	  

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read Matthew 10:29-31 (also Luke 12:6-7) to discover what Jesus has to say about 

our worth in his eyes. 

 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Rex: "We use the buddy system here.  No more flying solo.  You need somebody 

watching your back at all times…You’re going to learn to discipline your image…My 

students will learn about self-respect…”  

Napoleon Dynamite 
 

“To wish you were someone else is to waste the person you are.”  

Anonymous 
 

“You yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe, deserve your love and 

affection”  

Ancient Hindu Prince Gautama Siddartha; founder of Buddhism 
 

“Trust yourself.  You know more than you think you do.”  

Dr. Benjamin Spock; 20th Century American; pediatrician, author 
 

“There is overwhelming evidence that the higher the level of self-esteem, the more 

likely one will be to treat others with respect, kindness, and generosity.”  

Nathaniel Branden, 20th-21st Century Canadian psychotherapist 



	   	  

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Spend the next seven days praying for someone you know (or know of) 

who seems to be lacking in self-esteem, even if that person is you.  Pray sincerely that 

(s)he may receive all the good that God has in mind for him/her.  Unless you are 

praying for yourself here, take the focus of your prayer off yourself and pray earnestly 

for that other person in need. 

 

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Watch your three favorite TV shows for two different episodes each 

(this may take more than two weeks to accomplish, depending on reruns).  Make a 

note of the number of ways people in these shows are led to believe or are told outright 

that they are not good enough (strong enough, attractive enough, smart enough, 

popular enough, etc.)  Be prepared to share your findings in a class discussion. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Make this a family activity:  Clean out your closets and donate gently 

used shoes and items of clothing to a local charity or thrift shop that serves people who 

need clothing/shoes for job interviews or school (for example, 

www.dressforsuccess.org) 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “PRIDE” 
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 21) 

 

APPS:   
OT: Creation, Covenant, Commandments 
NT: Jesus 

Self-worth, Dignity 



	  

	  
 
THE ROOKIE  (G) 
A Matter of Pride       1:49 
Grade Level: Primary & Up 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  What makes you proud?  Why? 
NOTE TO TEACHER/CATECHIST – Make certain that your students understand 
the meaning of the kind of  “pride” that’s being used here, that which has to do 
with self-worth and a sense of honest accomplishment.  Whereas, in Catholic 
theology, the sin of “pride” is what St. Thomas Aquinas referred to as 
“inordinate self-love,” a pre-occupation with self.  Take some time to determine 
that your students have a sense of the sort of “pride” that is being cultivated in 
the lesson plans that unpack these film clips (Episode 5 – Film Clips # 1-4). 
 

SYNOPSIS: He once had dreams of being a major league baseball player, but that 

was a long time ago.  Now that he is a coach for the local high school team, he is trying 

to make a difference in their lives. 
 

FILM STATS: This is a film from Walt Disney and Buena Vista; Directed by John Lee 

Hancock; Writen by Mike Rich; Produced by Mark Ciardi, Gordon Gray, and Mark 

Johnson; Starring Dennis Quaid, Rachel Griffiths, Jay Hernandez, Beth Grant, Angus 

T. Jones, and Brian Cox. 
 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  
 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 



	   	  

NEXT:  
What makes you proud? 

Why? 
 

GOING DEEPER: 
The coach in this film clip says, “If you don’t have dreams, you don’t have anything.”  

What kinds of dreams can young people have that would make them want to give their 

all? 

What kinds of dreams do you have that make you want to give your all? 
 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  Your friend is a gifted musician as well as an excellent athlete.  To 

which of these pursuits should (s)he give his/her all?  What about both? 
 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
[Speaking of the Covenant between God and the Israelites] “ Once you were forsaken, 

hated and unvisited.  Now I will make you the pride of the ages, a joy to generation 

after generation.”  (Isaiah 60:15) 

“I have great confidence in you.  I have great pride in you.  I am filled with 

encouragement.  I am overflowing with joy…”  (2 Corinthians 7:4) 

“What is seen in dreams is to reality what the reflection of a face is to the face itself.”  

(Sirach 34:3) 

“I will pour out my spirit upon all mankind.  Your sons and daughters shall prophesy, 

your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions.”   

(Joel 3:1 – See also Acts 2:17) 
 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 

(Younger students might like to act out this selection before the discussion.) 

Read Luke 2:41-52 about the teenage Jesus in the Temple.  Pay special attention to 

verse 52, which describes Jesus’ life after this incident when he “advanced in wisdom 

and age and favor before God and man.”  Shouldn’t this be a model for our lives, too?  

What do you think? 



	   	  

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 

1. NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Coach Morris: "You don’t have dreams, you don’t have anything.”  

The Rookie 
 

“Doing the best at this moment puts you in the best place for the next moment.”  

Oprah Winfrey, 20th - 21st Century American; actress, producer, iconic television 

personality 
 

“The worst thing one can do is not to try, to be aware of what one wants and not give in 

to it, to spend years in silent hurt wondering if something could have materialized – and 

never knowing.”  

David Viscott, 20th Century American; psychiatrist, author, businessman, media 

personality 
 

“I do the very best I know how, the very best I can, and I mean to keep on doing so 

until the end.”  

Abraham Lincoln, 19th Century American; 16th President of the United States 
 

“Almost everything you do will seem insignificant, but it is important that you do it.” 

Mahatma Gandhi, 19th-20th Century Indian philosopher; internationally esteemed for 

his doctrine of nonviolent protest 

 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Spend some time alone and in silence thinking about the dreams you 

have for your future, the things that will make a difference in your life and the lives of 

others – for the good.  Spend the next week praying that you will be able to make some 

of them a reality and that, in doing so, you will have a positive influence on the lives of 

others. 



	   	  

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  So much of what we see or hear in the media (film, TV, print, online) 

prods us to be bigger, better, best.  Spend a week looking at these media for examples 

of invitations to be authentic, ethical, filled with integrity.   Will you find any?   Be 

prepared to share your findings in a class discussion. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  President Abraham Lincoln once said, “I do the very best I know how, 

the very best I can, and I mean to keep on doing so until the end.”   Who needs your 

help and/or that of your classmates?  What can you do alone or together to help those 

in need in your local community.  Ask your principal, Director of Religious Education, 

teacher, or other parish leader for help with ideas and plans.  Get something going that 

will make a difference. 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “PRIDE” 
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 21) 

 

APPS:   
OT: Creation, Covenant, Commandments  

NT: The Teen-aged Jesus  

Dignity; Self-worth 



	   	  

WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “PRIDE”1 
 

For Christians, the Bible is THE sacred book, divided into two parts (Old 
Testament, or Hebrew Scriptures, and New Testament, or Christian Scriptures), 
composed by many different human authors, and inspired by the Holy Spirit.  
The selections from ”Christianity” and “Judaism” below come from the Catholic 
translation known as the New American Bible (the same as that used in Mass 
and all other sacramental liturgies).  It is important to note that the selection from 
“Judaism” below comes from the text of Scripture that Judaism and Catholic 
Christianity hold in common. 
 
However, many other faith traditions throughout the world have produced written 
records of their own beliefs and/or reflections on the practice of faith in one’s 
everyday life.  Listing these here as well will assist the teacher/catechist to draw 
on a wealth of wisdom when engaging the students in dialog about this theme. 
 

Christianity 
Whatever you do, do from the heart, for the Lord, and not for others. 

Colossians 3.23 
 
Judaism 
Pride goes before disaster, and a haughty spirit before a fall. 

Proverbs 16: 18 
 

Islam 

Turn not your cheek in scorn toward folk, nor walk with pertness in the land. Lo! God 

loves not each braggart boaster. Be modest in your bearing and subdue your voice. Lo! 

the harshest of all voices is the voice of the ass. 

Islam. Qur'an 31.18-19 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Special Thanks to:  William Gallington: Universal Spiritual Thoughts,  Ilene Cooper: The Golden Rule,  Munir Shaikh: Writer, 
UCLA Doctoral Student	  



	   	  

Buddhism 
Right Understanding - Understand that the world is conditional and impermanent. 

1st step on the Eightfold Path - Buddha 
 

Hinduism 

Shun all pride and jealousy. Give up all idea of "me" and "mine".... As long as there is 

consciousness of diversity and not of unity in the Self, a man ignorantly thinks of 

himself is a separate being, as the "doer" of actions and the "experiencer" of effects. 

He remains subject to birth and death, knows happiness and misery, is bound by his 

own deeds, good or bad. 

Hinduism. Srimad Bhagavatam 11.4 

 
Confucianism 

Confucius said, "A faultless man I cannot hope ever to meet; the most I can hope for is 

to meet a man of fixed principles. Yet where all around I see Nothing pretending to be 

Something, Emptiness pretending to be Fullness, Penury pretending to be Affluence, 

even a man of fixed principles will be none too easy to find."  

Confucianism. Analects 7.25 
 
Taoism 
If you repent and start on a righteous march onward, you will certainly become a just 

person. 

Treatise on Response & Retribution, Moral Tales 6 
 
Shinto 
The reputation of a thousand years may be determined by the conduct of one hour.   

Shinto saying 
 
Sikhism 
Whoever proclaims himself good, know, goodness approaches him not. 

Sikhism. Adi Granth, Gauri Sukhmani 12, M.5, p. 278 



	   	  

Bahá'í 
He must never seek to exalt himself above any one, must wash away from the tablet of 

his heart every trace of pride and vain-glory, must cling unto patience and resignation, 

observe silence and refrain from idle talk.  That seeker should, also, regard backbiting 

as grievous error, and keep himself aloof from its dominion, inasmuch as backbiting 

quenches the light of the heart, and extinguishes the life of the soul. 

Baha'u'llah, Kitab-i-Iqan, pp. 193-4 
 
Zoroastrianism 
People should keep in remembrance the accomplishment of repentance. Every time 

that a sin leaps from control it is necessary to act… 

Sad Dar  45.1 
 

Native American Religions 
Look after the well being of mind and body. 

7th Commandment From the Native American Commandments 
 

African Traditional Religions 

Nzame [God] is on high, man is on the earth. 

Yeye O, Yalele, God is God, man is man. 

Everyone in his house, everyone for himself. 

Fang Tradition (Gabon) 

 

 
FILM CLIPS ABOUT “PRIDE” FROM OTHER EPISODES IN THIS SERIES 

 

EPISODE 1:  HONESTY   COOPERATION   RESPECT 
Liar Liar 
The son of a fast track lawyer makes a birthday wish that his father will not lie for 24 

hours. When his wish comes true, his father tries desperately to get his son to change 

his wish. 



	   	  

Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring 
Because a small hobbit (Frodo) volunteers to take the ring to Mordor so it can be 

destroyed, others are inspired to join him. 

 
X-Men 
Xavier introduces the school for mutants where students soon discover that everyone 

is unique. 

 
Boundin’ 
A jackrabbit helps a recently shorn sheep to look on the bright side. 

 
Babe 
Fly, the female sheepdog tells Babe to do whatever it takes to make the sheep listen to 

him, but Babe learns how to accomplish the task by being polite. 

 
EPISODE 2:  KINDNESS   SELF-CONTROL   GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP  
Chariots of Fire 
Harold Abrams is devastated by his loss to Eric Liddell. He tells his best friend, “If I 

can’t win, I won’t run.” 

 
Sandlot 
The captain of the sandlot baseball team invites a “new kid” to join, even though the 

“new kid” is a mediocre player. 

 
Seabiscuit 
Tom Smith tells Charles Howard that the seriously injured horse Tom is caring for is 

still worth something.  “You don’t throw away a whole life just ‘cause he’s banged up a 

little.” 

 

Bend it Like Beckham 
During a game, Jess reacts angrily when the opposition player uses a racial slur 

against her. 



	   	  

Seabiscuit 
Red is fouled in a race. He strikes back and both riders lose the race.  Afterward, the 

owner and trainer talk to Red about what happened. 
 
EPISODE 3:  COURAGE   PERSEVERANCE   LOYALTY 
The Addams Family 
Having lost their home to crooks, Morticia gives her family a pep talk, insisting, “We will 

survive.” 

 
Chariots of Fire 
Eric Liddell stumbles and falls during a race, but gets back up and wins. 

 
EPISODE 4:   
KNOWING YOURSELF   FACING PEER PRESSURE   UNDERSTANDING BULLIES  
Dead Poets Society 
An unorthodox English teacher challenges his students to discover their uniqueness. 

 
Teen Wolf 
A father tells his son that his family is part werewolf and urges his son to use his power 

responsibly. 

 
Drumline 
At an early morning practice the bandmaster states that each member is responsible 

for the welfare and behavior of the other members. 

 

Mean Girls 
A new student is told the “rules” for being a member of the popular crowd. 
 

The War 
The father of a boy who has been humiliated by bullies gives the bullies a gift. 



	   	  

EPISODE 6:  VISION   FORGIVENESS   EMPATHY (THE GOLDEN RULE) 
Into the Arms of Strangers: "Ursula’s birthday party” 
Ursula Rosenfeld describes her 8th birthday party as a Jewish child in Germany the 

year Hitler came to power.  Although she invited many non-Jewish friends, none came. 

 
Kicking and Screaming 
Phil Weston finally apologizes to his son for his out-of-control and insensitive coaching. 

 
EPISODE 7:  MAKING A DIFFERENCE   TEAMWORK   CARING FOR OTHERS    
Remember the Titans: “Rule it like Titans” 
Coach Boone outlines the challenges of playing as a truly integrated football team. 

 
Remember the Titans: “Make sure they remember” 
Titans Coach Bill Yoast confronts a game referee about his prejudicial calls.  Afterward 

Yoast challenges his players to fight on with renewed discipline and commitment.  

 

Pay it Forward: “Before it’s too late” 
Trevor tells his teacher that his plan for “Pay if Forward” hasn’t worked as well as he 

hoped. 

 

EPISODE 8: 
ON BEING A FAITHFUL CITIZEN:   SOLIDARITY   INTEGRITY   DEFIANCE   
RESPONSIBILITY 
The Spirit of America  
An inspiring and challenging montage of short clips from the history of American 

movies explores American style and values. 
 
Glory 
During the Civil War white officers join their black troops in protesting unequal pay 

based on race.  



	   	  

It’s a Wonderful Life 
George and Mary Bailey commit their own funds to guarantee deposits in the Savings 

and Loan and prevent bankruptcy.  

 
Saving Private Ryan 
Years later, James Ryan reflects on the supreme sacrifices other soldiers made on his 

behalf. 

 

Born on the Fourth of July 
Paralyzed in the Vietnam War, Ron Kovic becomes an anti-war and pro-human rights 

activist after feeling betrayed by the country he fought for. 



	   	  

	  

CITIZENSHIP 
(See page 48 for other Film Clips regarding this topic. See page 4 for table of contents) 
 
THE ANT BULLY  (PG) 
Democracy       0:56 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question: What does “E Pluribus Unum” mean? 
SYNOPSIS:  When a young boy shrinks to the size of an ant, he learns the importance 

of teamwork. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Warner Brothers; Directed by John A. Davis; Written 

by John A. Davis and John Nickle; Produced by John A. Davis, Gary Goetzman, and 

Tom Hanks; Starring the Voice Talents of Julia Roberts, Nicholas Cage, Meryl Streep, 

Paul Giamatti, Zach Tyler, Regina King, Bruce Campbell, Lily Tomlin, Cheri Oteri, Larry 

Miller, Alison Mack, and Ricardo Montalban. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT:  What does this motto on the Seal of the United States of America and on U.S. 

coins mean:  “E Pluribus Unum” ?   

[Note to teacher/catechist:  It is Latin for “Out of many, one.”] 



	   	  

GOING DEEPER: 
What divisions do you see around you? 

In-crowd/out-crowd 

Gender exclusions 

Racial or ethnic exclusions 

Adults vs. minors 

Handicapped/special needs vs. able bodied 

What does it take to help everyone think like a “colony” (as in the film clip) instead of 

only for himself/herself? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(Younger Students)  The class Social Studies assignment must be accomplished in 

teams, teams that the teacher selects arbitrarily.  You end up on a three-person team 

with one of your best friends and another classmate that you don’t know very well and, 

further, don’t particularly like.  The project must include both a visual component and 

an oral report.  Grades will be determined by (1) the physical appearance of the project 

(either in PowerPoint or on a display board); (2) the level of excellence of the oral 

presentation by the team; (3) the quality of teamwork that should be self-evident during 

the presentation to the class.  Everyone on the team will receive the same grade.  As 

you and your teammates begin to accomplish this task, you become painfully aware of 

the fact that your best friend is not doing his/her fair share of the work.  While, 

inexplicably, the other person (the one you don’t like) is doing everything possible to be 

a part of the team effort.  So, the grade for all three of you will be the same, but one 

person hasn’t done his/her part and is being  “carried” by the other two.  What will you 

do? 

(Older Students)  You are one of two student members of your high school’s ethics 

committee – a group composed of students and faculty members that offers a forum for 

students who are accused of violating the school’s honor code to plead their cases and 

await a judgment.  If the person brought before this committee is deemed guilty, this 

group decides the appropriate punishment, which is binding. The committee’s vote 

must be unanimous, though.  In a recent case, after listening to an accused student’s 

claims of honesty and false accusation, you and your fellow student end up voting for 



	   	  

exoneration, in opposition to the faculty members who all vote for punishment.  Even 

though both of you don’t particularly like this student, you are convinced without any 

doubt that  (s)he is innocent of the charge, but the faculty members are not.  Now 

what? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“If one of your kinsmen in any community is in need in the land which the Lord, your 

God, is giving you, you shall not harden your heart nor close your hand to him in his 

need.”  (Deuteronomy 15:7) 

“The community of believers was of one heart and mind, and no one claimed that any 

of his possessions was his own, but they had everything in common.”  (Acts 4:32) 

“So then you [Gentiles] are no longer strangers and sojourners, but you are fellow 

citizens with the holy ones and members of the household of God.”   (Ephesians 2:19) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US?  
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read these selections to see how Jesus’ “team” disappointed him in the Garden of 

Gethsemane shortly before his capture and crucifixion: 

Matthew 26:36ff. and Mark 14:32ff. 



	   	  

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 
 

Zoc: “It’s the differences that make a colony strong.”  

The Ant Bully 
 

“As I would not be a slave, so would I not be a master.  This expresses my idea of 

democracy.”  

Abraham Lincoln, 19th Century American; 16th President of the United States 
 

“A great democracy must be progressive or it will soon cease to be a great 

democracy.”  

Theodore Roosevelt, 19th-20th Century American; 26th President of the United States 
 

“Respect your fellow human [beings], treat them fairly, disagree with them honestly, 

enjoy their friendship, explore your thoughts about the other candidly, work together for 

a common good and help one another achieve it.”  

Bill Bradley, 20th-21st Century American; retired NBA basketball player and senator 
 

“Many hands make light work.”  

John Heywood, 15th-16th Century English playwright and poet 
 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  The Sunday Eucharistic Liturgy (Mass) is a sign of our unity as Catholic 

Christians.  Despite our many individual differences as human beings, it is 

representative of who we are as a community of believers, the Body of Christ.  For the 

next month, when you go to Mass each Sunday, make yourself aware of the language, 

gestures, and rituals that reflect this truth.  Pay special attention to the times when we 

are asked to pray for each other, for our Church leadership, and for all those who have 

died and gone before us.  Enter into these prayerful moments sincerely.  Don’t take 

notes! 



	   	  

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Watch TV or listen to recorded music for a week.  Make a note of the 

number of times the audience is invited to respect our fellow human beings and how 

many times the audience is invited to do just the opposite.  Be prepared to discuss. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Using the results of the “Media Mindfulness Activity” above, write a 

letter to the musical performers and record labels for any song that disrespects human 

beings (language, themes, etc.) expressing your displeasure and that of your class.  

Contact information can be found online (e.g., performers’ and record companies’ 

official web sites). 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “CITIZENSHIP”  
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 46) 

 

APPS:   
OT: The Chosen People 

NT: The Early Church 

Dignity; Honor; Integrity; Faithful Citizenship 



	  

	  
 
STAR TREK IV: THE VOYAGE HOME  (PG) 
The Common Good       0:47 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  Does the good of the many outweigh the good of the 
few?  Why?  Why not?
SYNOPSIS:  Spock, the half-Vulcan/half-human Starfleet officer who believes in logic 

above emotion, is challenged by his human mother to consider the fact that his 

teammates made an emotional decision to risk their own lives in order to save him.  

“The good of the one,” she says, “outweighed the good of the many.”  Spock struggles 

to understand. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Paramount Pictures; Directed by Leonard Nimoy; 

Written by Steve Meerson, Peter Krikes, Harve Bennett, and Nicholas Meyer; 

Produced by Harve Bennett; Starring William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, DeForrest 

Kelley, James Doohan, George Takei, Walter Koenig, Nichelle Nichols, and Catherine 

Hicks. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 



	   	  

NEXT:  In the film clip, Spock’s mother says, “The good of the one outweighed the 

good of the many.”  But in our country is the reverse true: the good of the many 

outweighs the good of the few?  Why (not)? 

 
GOING DEEPER: 
What does it mean to speak of majority rule? 

How does it relate to the rights of the individual? 

Have you ever had to decide between the one or the many? 

What did you do?  Why? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  A student at your school has been severely hearing-impaired since 

birth.  As such, her speech is very difficult to understand most of the time.  She makes 

an easy target for ridicule by her fellow students and even, unbelievably, a few of the 

teachers.  After the latest incident, you have had enough of this cruelty, and you decide 

to… 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Rich and poor have a common bond: the Lord is maker of them all.”  (Proverbs 22:2) 

“All who believed were together and had all things in common.”  (Acts 2:44) 

“The proposal was acceptable to the whole community, so they chose Stephen [as a 

deacon], a man filled with faith and the holy Spirit…”  (Acts 6:5) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 

(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read either one or both of these selections about the one sheep and the ninety-nine 

and decide what advice Jesus is giving us about the value of the individual. 

Matthew 18:12-13 and Luke 15:3-7 



	   	  

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Amanda (Spock’s mother) “They [Spock’s human friends] have sacrificed their futures 

because they believed that the good of the one – you – was more important to them.” 

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home 
 

“Isn’t everyone a part of someone else?”  

Budd Schulberg, 20th-21st Century American; screenwriter, television producer, 

novelist and sports writer 
 

“Before I can live with other folks I’ve got to live with myself.  The one thing that doesn’t 

abide by majority rule is a person’s conscience.”  

“Atticus Finch” from the novel, To Kill a Mockingbird, by Harper Lee 
 

“If you want to lift yourself up, lift someone else up.”  

Booker T. Washington; 19th-20th Century American; educator, author, orator and 

political leader; an iconic figure in the last generation of black leaders born in slavery 

who spoke on behalf of blacks living in the South 

 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  During the next week, pray especially for any circumstance in your life 

(family, school, friends, etc.) in which there is disunity.  Ask God’s help in bearing with 

this strife and also in trying to lessen the tension wherever and whenever possible.  

 

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  For next class bring an example of a popular song that either promotes 

self-sacrifice or an “I’m in it for what I can get out of it” attitude.  The class discussion 

will center on which idea is more valued in today’s society and why. 



	   	  

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Keep track of voting patterns of your legislators in Washington DC (see 

http://projects.washingtonpost.com/congress/).  Compare these votes with your 

understanding of Catholic Social Teaching principles and organize a letter-writing 

campaign in your class to those legislators whom you feel are not acting in the best 

interests of the poor, sick and marginalized. 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “CITIZENSHIP”  
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 46) 

 

APPS:   
OT: The Chosen People;  

NT: The Early Church, Parables 

Dignity; Self-Worth; Unity and Community 



	  

	  
 
WORLD TRADE CENTER  (PG-13) 
The Right Thing to Do       0:59 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  What qualities define a good citizen? 
SYNOPSIS: Two New York City Port Authority police officers find themselves trapped 

in the rubble of the aftermath of the attack on the twin towers of the World Trade 

Center on September 11, 2001.  Both they and the people who love them must endure 

a horrible ordeal before they are finally found.  The lessons they learn about life and 

hope and community will stay with them forever. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Paramount Studios; Directed by Oliver Stone; Written 

by Andrea Berloff; Produced by Moritz Borman, Debra Hill, and Michael Shamberg; 

Starring Nicholas Cage, Michael Peña, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Maria Bello, Stephen Dorff, 

Jay Hernandez, and Michael Shannon. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

NEXT:  What qualities define a good citizen? 



	   	  

GOING DEEPER: 
Have people ever looked down upon people you know (or know about) because of how 

they look or act? 

Has this ever happened to you? 

Have you ever treated someone unkindly because of how (s)he looked or acted? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  The women in the Muslim family that moved next door last year wear 

the hijab, meaning clothing that covers them entirely, with only hands and face 

showing.  The polarized cultural climate in society today means that they are subject to 

ridicule, or at least suspicion, whenever they are in public.  What can people your age 

do to reduce or eliminate this disgrace? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
[Note to teacher/catechist: The following information about Paul will be helpful 
when using the passages below from The Acts of the Apostles] 

A Greek Jew (born in Tarsus, now in modern-day Turkey) 

Roman citizen by birthright (not by purchase) 

“Saul” is his Hebrew name (he also spoke Hebrew), and “Paul” is his Roman 

name 

A tent-maker, by trade  

Educated in the Pharisaic tradition by Gamaliel, a Pharisee and Doctor of the 

Law 

Conversion to Christianity after a spiritual experience on the road to Damascus 

in which he “met” the risen Christ 

Not one of the original Twelve Apostles, but deserves to be called “Apostle” 

because he, like they, witnessed and committed himself to the risen Christ. 

Circumstances and date of death are unclear 

“The just man’s sacrifice is most pleasing, nor will it ever be forgotten.”   

(Sirach 35:2) 



	   	  

Paul, man-handled by those who question his preaching, is detained by the local 

powers-that-be and says, “I am a Jew, of Tarsus in Cilicia, a citizen of no mean [i.e., 

small] city; I request you to permit me to speak to the people.”  (Acts 21:39) 

When Paul is made ready for whipping, he asks the soldier on duty, “Is it lawful for you 

to scourge a man who is a Roman citizen and has not been tried?”  (Acts 22:25) 

“…let us continually offer God a sacrifice of praise, that is, the fruit of lips that confess 

his name.”  (Hebrews 13:15) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US?  
(Younger students might like to act out this selection before the discussion.) 

Read these two versions of the same story (Mark 12:41-44; Luke 21: 1-4) about a poor 

widow and her modest temple offering.  How does Jesus validate her worth as a 

person? 

 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

John: "Nine/Eleven showed us what human beings are capable of… people taking care 

of each other for no other reason than it was the right thing to do.”  

World Trade Center 
 

“As citizens of this democracy, you are the rulers and the ruled, the law-givers and the 

law-abiding, the beginning and the end.”  

Adlai E. Stevenson; 20th Century American; politician, Governor of Illinois, 

Ambassador to the United Nations; presidential candidate 
 

“Bad officials are elected by good citizens who do not vote.”  

George Jean Nathan; 19th-20th Century American; journalist, critic, essayist, editor 



	   	  

“I think if the people of this country can be reached with the truth, their judgment will be 

in favor of the many, as against the privileged few.”  

Eleanor Roosevelt, 19th-20th Century American; diplomat, humanitarian, wife of 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt – 32nd President of the United States of America 
 

“I don’t think of all the misery, but of all the beauty that remains.”  

Anne Frank, 20th Century German Jew who lived most of her life in the Netherlands 

before being captured from her family’s hiding place and being sent to a concentration 

camp wherein she died; her experience of hiding was recorded in her diary – later 

found by her father, the only family member to survive -- and published 

 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Is there anyone in your community who is looked down upon by you or 

by people who are close to you – for example, the Pakistani grocer on the corner; the 

Mexican day laborer waiting outside the local lumber yard for a job; the Muslim family 

on the next street; the gay couple next door who just adopted a baby; the single 

African-American mother of four who works nights; the elderly man who lives like a 

recluse in his home, etc.?  Spend the next week praying for that person and for ways to 

inspire you, your family and your friends to be more sympathetic and caring. 

 

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Look at the ads in fashion and/or sports magazines.  How are 

differences (skin color, physical infirmity, age, etc.) portrayed?  Or are differences like 

these largely ignored or played down?  Be prepared for a class discussion. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  This is designed to be a personal, not a group, activity.  Spend some 

time contemplating the possibility that you may have looked down upon or treated 

badly a teacher, neighbor, or another student who was different (because of ethnicity, 

language, sexual orientation, religion, clothing, special needs, etc.).  Find a way (pray 

first!) to make restitution for your actions, to reach out in friendship to this person, 

change your ways and become a more just person. 

 



	   	  

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “CITIZENSHIP”  
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 46) 

 

APPS:   
OT: Exodus; Israelite Community 

NT: Parables; The Early Church; Paul 

Human Dignity; Faithful Citizenship; Catholic Identity 



	   	  

	  
 
SPIRIT OF AMERICA  (NOT RATED) 
Who Are We?       3:08 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  What is the Spirit of America? 

DESCRIPTION:  This is a montage is directed by Chuck Workman and features brief 

clips from over 110 films, all focusing on different aspects of the American identity.  It 

was featured on the 2004 Academy Awards telecast. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT:  
Who are we as a people? 

How is our identity impacted by our American citizenship? 

How is our citizenship impacted by our Catholic faith or vice versa? 

 

GOING DEEPER: 
What would you give up for a friend who has earned your respect? 

How important is self-respect in earning the respect of others? 



	   	  

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  If you are both a Catholic and an American citizen, what do both mean 

to you? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
Read this one passage from the Hebrew Scriptures (Old Testament) below. Although 

the reference to “lord” is about an earthly ruler, can we reframe this passage to speak 

about our allegiance to Jesus Christ as our Lord and Savior, which inspires us to be the 

best people we can be? 

“Who am I to refuse my lord?  Whatever is pleasing to him I will promptly do.  And that 

will be a joy for me till the day of my death.”  (Judith 12:14) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US?  
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

In this short verse (Matthew 5:14a), Jesus refers not to himself but to others as the 

“light of the world.”  What can that mean for us and for the way we live our lives in 

today’s society? 



	   	  

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Bill McKay (played by Robert Redford in The Candidate, 1972): “We’re in this together.  

We sink or swim together.”  

Spirit of America montage 
 

“There is something more – the spirit, or the soul.  I think that that quality encourages 

our courtesy and care and our minds.  And mercy, and identity.”  

Maya Angelou; 20th-21st Century American poet 
 

“This is the duty of our generation as we enter the twenty-first century -- solidarity with 

the weak, the persecuted, the lonely, the sick, and those in despair. It is expressed by 

the desire to give a noble and humanizing meaning to a community in which all 

members will define themselves not by their own identity but by that of others.”  

Elie Wiesel, 20th-21st Century Romanian-born American writer; 1986 winner of Nobel 

Peace prize 
 

“Joy, rather than happiness, is the goal of life, for joy is the emotion which 

accompanies our fulfilling our natures as human beings. It is based on the experience 

of one's identity as a being of worth and dignity.”  

Rollo May, 20th Century American psychologist 
 

“Like snowflakes, the human pattern is never cast twice. We are uncommonly and 

marvelously intricate in thought and action, our problems are most complex and, too 

often, silently borne.”  

Alice Childress, 20th Century American playwright and author 



	   	  

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(Younger Students)  Spend the next week praying for what Elie Wiesel (see quotation 

above) refers to as “the weak, the persecuted, the lonely, the sick, and those in 

despair” in your community. 

(Older Students)  Read the following quotation twice each day for a week (once in the 

morning and once at night): 

 “This is the duty of our generation as we enter the twenty-first century -- 

 solidarity with the weak, the persecuted, the lonely, the sick, and those in 

 despair. It is expressed by the desire to give a noble and humanizing 

 meaning to a community in which all members will define themselves not by  

 their own identity but by that of others.” 

Elie Wiesel, 20th-21st Century Romanian-born American writer; 1986 winner of Nobel 

Peace prize   

After reading it each time, pray for the strength to give “a noble and humanizing 

meaning” to your community. 

 

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  How do current TV shows portray citizenship?  Give examples.  How 

do current TV shows portray people of faith?  Give examples.  Come prepared for a 

class discussion of your findings. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Go online to the “Faithful Citizenship” page of the U.S. Bishops’ web 

site (www.faithfulcitizenship.org/youth).  There you will find opportunities that will help 

you make a difference in the community (local, national, global). 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “CITIZENSHIP”  
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 46) 

 

APPS:  OT: Chosen People;  

NT: The Early Church 

Faithful Citizenship; Dignity; Catholic Identity 



	   	  

WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “CITIZENSHIP”2 
 

For Christians, the Bible is THE sacred book, divided into two parts (Old 
Testament, or Hebrew Scriptures, and New Testament, or Christian Scriptures), 
composed by many different human authors, and inspired by the Holy Spirit.  
The selection from ”Christianity/Judaism” below comes from the Catholic 
translation known as the New American Bible (the same as that used in Mass 
and all other sacramental liturgies).  It is important to note that the selection from 
“Judaism” below comes not from the Bible this time, but from a contemporary 
Jewish writer. 
 
However, many other faith traditions throughout the world have produced written 
records of their own beliefs and/or reflections on the practice of faith in one’s 
everyday life.  Listing these here as well will assist the teacher/catechist to draw 
on a wealth of wisdom when engaging the students in dialog about this theme. 
 
Christianity/Judaism 
If one of your kinsmen in any community is in need in the land which 

the Lord, your God, is giving you, you shall not harden your heart nor close 

your hand to him in his need. 

Deuteronomy 15:7 
 
Judaism 
When we enter the sukkah [a reference to the temporary “hut” constructed for the 

Jewish festival of Sukkot], we face the true reality of our existence, which the kindness 

of Hashem [a name used for God; literally, “The Name”] protects and sustains us and 

not the walls we build around ourselves. When we accept this knowledge into our 

hearts and respond with the transcendent joy of the festival, that is when we are 

granted our citizenship papers.  

Legacy, by Rabbi Naftali Reich 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  Special Thanks to:  William Gallington: Universal Spiritual Thoughts,  Ilene Cooper: The Golden Rule,  Munir Shaikh: Writer, 
UCLA Doctoral Student	  



	   	  

Islam 
God has promised such of you as believe and do good works that He will surely make 

them to succeed the present rulers in the earth, even as He caused those who were 

before them to succeed; and he will surely establish for them their religion which He 

has approved for them.  

Islam. Qur'an 24.55 
 
Buddhism 
In the sky there is no distinction of east and west; people create distinctions out of their 

own minds and then believe them to be true.” 

 
Hinduism 
Concerned alone with the upholding of the world, You should act. Whatever the best 

man does, others do that also. The world follows the standard he sets for himself.  

Hinduism. Bhagavad Gita 3.20-21  

 
Sikhism  

Fight with no weapon but the word of God; use no means but a pure faith.  

God will not ask a man of what race he is.  He will ask what he has done. 

 
Bahá'í 
Patriotism within a global perspective.  The Baha'i scriptures state that citizens should 

be proud of their countries and of their national identities, but such pride should be 

subsumed within a wider loyalty to all of humanity and to global society. 

The Baha’I Faith: A Portrait by Dr. Robert H. Stockman  
Director of Research, Baha'i National Center, Wilmette, Illinois 
 

Shinto 
In governing, let us govern with true sincerity.   

Shinto saying 



	   	  

Zoroastrianism 
The three greatest concerns of men are these: to make him who is an enemy a friend, 

to make righteous him who is wicked, and to make the ignorant learned. 

 

Confucianism 
An oppressive government is more to be feared than a tiger. 
 
Native American Religions 
White men have too many chiefs.  

Nez Perce 
 

African Traditional Religions 

Lack of respect to the constituted authority is the source of most conflicts in the world. 

African Traditional Religions. Yoruba Proverb (Nigeria)  
 

 
FILM CLIPS ABOUT “CITIZENSHIP” FROM OTHER EPISODES IN THIS SERIES 

 
EPISODE 1:  HONESTY   COOPERATION   RESPECT 
Liar Liar 
The son of a fast track lawyer makes a birthday wish that his father will not lie for 24 

hours. When his wish comes true, his father tries desperately to get his son to change 

his wish. 

 
Ice Age 
A team of animals work together to save a human baby, but are betrayed by one of 

their own. 

 

Antz 
Because Z loses interest in cooperating with the other ants on his team, a disaster 

strikes. 



	   	  

Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring 
Because a small hobbit (Frodo) volunteers to take the ring to Mordor so it can be 

destroyed, others are inspired to join him. 

 
Apollo 13 
The crew of the Apollo 13 must overcome their differences and work together in order 

to manually put the ship on the right course for its return to earth. 

 

X-Men 
Xavier introduces the school for mutants where students soon discover that everyone 

is unique. 

 

Remember the Titans 
Coach Boon informs the members of his team that unless they get to know each other, 

he will assign extra practices. 

 
EPISODE 2:  KINDNESS   SELF-CONTROL   GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP  
Chariots of Fire 
Harold Abrams is devastated by his loss to Eric Liddell. He tells his best friend, “If I 

can’t win, I won’t run.” 

 
The Legend of Bagger Vance 
During a championship golf match Bagger Vance causes his ball to move when he 

brushes a twig out of the way.  Only Bagger and his youngest fan are witnesses. 

 
The Mighty Ducks 
The coach of the hockey team tells one of his players to cheat in order to win.  The 

player refuses. 

 

Sandlot 
The captain of the sandlot baseball team invites a “new kid” to join, even though the 

“new kid” is a mediocre player. 



	   	  

Seabiscuit 
Tom Smith tells Charles Howard that the seriously injured horse Tom is caring for is 

still worth something.  “You don’t throw away a whole life just ‘cause he’s banged up a 

little.” 

 
Charlotte’s Web 
Wilbur the pig tries to enlist the help of Templeton the rat in saving Charlotte’s egg 

sack.  The problem is that Templeton doesn’t help anyone unless there is something in 

it for him. 

 
Parenthood 
A little league baseball coach sends his son into the game even though his son isn’t 

very good.  Some of the players complain. 

 

Forrest Gump 
Young Jenny offers young Forrest a place to sit on the bus next to her after everyone 

else refuses. 
 
Bend it Like Beckham 
During a game, Jess reacts angrily when the opposition player uses a racial slur 

against her. 
 
Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius 
When aliens abduct all the parents in Jimmy Neutron’s Neighborhood, the young 

people go wild 

 
Seabiscuit 
Red is fouled in a race. He strikes back and both riders lose the race.  Afterward, the 

owner and trainer talk to Red about what happened. 
 
Finding Nemo 
The sharks try to refrain from eating fish, but one is tempted after smelling blood. 



	   	  

EPISODE 3:  COURAGE   PERSEVERANCE   LOYALTY 
Shrek 
Shrek and Donkey get into a fight over the Princess’ secret, but Donkey sticks around 

because he says, “That’s what friends are for.” 

 
Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King 
Sam carries his friend, the exhausted Frodo, up Mount Doom so that Frodo can 

destroy the ring. 

 
The Secret Life of Zoey 
Zoey’s best friend tells Zoey’s mother that Zoey is mixed up with a bad crowd and 

needs help. 

 
School of Rock 
Dewey’s band mates kick him out of the band Dewey started because Dewey is an 

embarrassment and his membership in the band keeps them from winning the battle of 

the bands. 

 

School of Rock 
In a speech to his class, Dewey claims that the “Man” will never let them succeed, so 

they might as well not try.  His students don’t know what to make of Dewey. 

 

The Addams Family 
Having lost their home to crooks, Morticia gives her family a pep talk, insisting, “We will 

survive.” 
 
EPISODE 4:   
KNOWING YOURSELF   FACING PEER PRESSURE   UNDERSTANDING BULLIES  
Drumline 
At an early morning practice the bandmaster states that each member is responsible 

for the welfare and behavior of the other members. 



	   	  

Sky High 
At a party, a girl is told that her boyfriend has rejected her for a member of the popular 

crowd. 
 

A Christmas Story 
A grade school boy is dared to touch his tongue to a freezing cold flagpole. 

 

Mean Girls 
A new student is told the “rules” for being a member of the popular crowd. 
 

Cheaper by the Dozen 
When bullies challenge her brother, his sister intervenes and tells her brother to let the 

insult pass. 

 
Hoot 
A new student confronts the person who has bullied him and insists they talk things 

out. 

 

The Ant Bully 
A boy who has been bullied takes out his anger on ants. 

 

The War 
The father of a boy who has been humiliated by bullies gives the bullies a gift. 

 
EPISODE 6:  VISION   FORGIVENESS   EMPATHY (THE GOLDEN RULE) 
Star Trek: The Undiscovered Country 
At the beginning of the film Kirk reflects on whether he can put aside his hatred of the 

Borgs, who are responsible for the death of Kirk’s son, in order to negotiate a peace 

agreement. 

 
Billy Madison 

Billy asks a man to whom he was mean years ago for forgiveness. 



	   	  

Kicking and Screaming 
Phil Weston finally apologizes to his son for his out-of-control and insensitive coaching. 

 
Bringing Down the House 
When his daughter describes her night at a frat party, her father tries with great 

difficulty to be a non-judgmental listener. 

 
The Incredibles 
As an insurance adjuster, Bob Parr shows mercy to a distressed policyholder. His boss 

warns Bob not to be too generous. 

 
Bridge to Terabithia 
On the school bus, Leslie explains to Jesse how she made friends with their tormentor 

by empathizing with her. 

 
EPISODE 7:  MAKING A DIFFERENCE   TEAMWORK   CARING FOR OTHERS    
Pay it Forward: “The assignment” 
A social studies teacher challenges his class to look at the world and come up with a 

way to fix the things they don’t like. 

 
Pay it Forward: “It has to be something big” 
Trevor, a member of the class, presents his concept of “Pay it Forward” as a means of 

changing the world for the better. 

 

Pay it Forward: “Before it’s too late” 
Trevor tells his teacher that his plan for “Pay if Forward” hasn’t worked as well as he 

hoped. 

 

Remember the Titans: “Attitude reflects leadership” 
The team’s white captain and black star argue over the importance of teamwork and 

unprejudiced leadership. 



	   	  

Remember the Titans: “Make sure they remember” 
Titans Coach Bill Yoast confronts a game referee about his prejudicial calls.  Afterward 

Yoast challenges his players to fight on with renewed discipline and commitment. 

 

Into the Arms of Strangers: “Kurt meets his foster family” 
Kurt Fuchel and his British foster mother describe getting to know each other. 

 
EPISODE 8: 
ON BEING A FAITHFUL CITIZEN:   SOLIDARITY   INTEGRITY   DEFIANCE   
RESPONSIBILITY 
The Spirit of America  
An inspiring and challenging montage of short clips from the history of American 

movies explores American style and values. 
 
Glory 
During the Civil War white officers join their black troops in protesting unequal pay 

based on race.  

 
It’s a Wonderful Life 
George and Mary Bailey commit their own funds to guarantee deposits in the Savings 

and Loan and prevent bankruptcy.  

 
Born on the Fourth of July 
Paralyzed in the Vietnam War, Ron Kovic becomes an anti-war and pro-human rights 

activist after feeling betrayed by the country he fought for.  
 
Saving Private Ryan 
Years later, James Ryan reflects on the supreme sacrifices other soldiers made on his 

behalf. 



	   	  

	  

HONOR 
(See page 75 for other Film Clips regarding this topic. See page 4 for table of contents) 
 
WAR GAMES  (PG) 
Piracy       0:59 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:   
Would you change your grade if you knew you wouldn’t get caught? 
SYNOPSIS:  David is a computer hacker who has no problem using his online skills to 

change his grades.  And he doesn’t stop there.  In order to impress his new girlfriend 

Jennifer, David decides to change her biology grade from “F” to  “C.”  When Jennifer 

makes it clear that she does not want to be involved in something this dangerous, 

David assures her that no one will ever know. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from United Artists; Directed by John Badham; Written by 

Lawrence Lasker and Walter F. Parkes; Produced by Harold Schneider; Starring 

Matthew Broderick, Dabney Coleman, and Ally Sheedy. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT:   
Would you change your grade if you knew you wouldn’t get caught?  Why (not)? 



	   	  

GOING DEEPER: 
When does working together with another student or two on homework or a school 

project cross the line from “helping” to “cheating”? 

When do you cross the line from “research” to “plagiarism” in selecting material from 

Internet sites to use in your papers and projects? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(Younger Students)  Your friend is helping out your teacher by correcting the Math 

homework assigned to the class last night.  It’s an easy task – just match each 

student’s answer column to the teacher’s answer key and check off the errors.  The 

teacher trusts your friend enough to let her record these scores on the computer 

program designed for this information.  Later your friend tells you she overlooked your 

errors in order to give you a 100%, which is what you usually get on your Math 

homework papers.  Somehow you goofed this time and got five answers wrong, but 

your friend is covering it up.  What next? 

(Older Students)  Your brother’s friend has a major paper due in his high school 

English class.  He’s a senior, so the prospect of maintaining good grades looms as he 

prepares for college.  He is well aware of all the online sites that are available from 

which he can plagiarize entire papers and pass them off as his own work.  The night 

before the paper is due, he is scrambling to pull something together, but falls asleep in 

front of his computer before he can finish.  His dad wanders into the son’s room to see 

how he’s doing and sees him asleep.  Inexplicably, the dad decides to “help” the boy 

out with his dilemma by going online himself, plagiarizing a paper, attaching his son’s 

name to it and giving it to his son to take to class the next morning.  Your friend’s high 

school subscribes to an online service that checks papers for plagiarism and, thus, 

discovers this student’s immoral behavior.  The student is called before the school’s 

ethics board (composed of students and faculty) and tries to defend his actions as the 

fault of his father, not himself!  Imagine this scene and describe (or, even more 

interesting, act out) the proceedings.  How would you deal with this case?  Note to 
teacher/catechist – Strange (and sad) as it may seem, the above story is taken 
from a real incident. 



	   	  

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“In danger I called on the Lord; the Lord answered me and set me free.”  (Psalm 118:5) 

“You have delivered me, in your great mercy, from the scourge of a slanderous tongue, 

and from lips that went over to falsehood.  From the snare of those who watched for my 

downfall, and from the power of those who sought my life.  From many a danger you 

have saved me.”  (Sirach 51:3) 

“He rescued us from such great danger of death, and he will continue to rescue us; in 

him we have put our hope (that) he will rescue us again.”  

(2 Corinthians 1:10) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US?  
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read the different versions of this story about paying taxes to Caesar (Matthew 22: 15-

22; Mark 12: 13-17; Luke 20:20-26).  In it Jesus gives an example about setting 

priorities and dealing honestly with one’s responsibilities. What does this have to do 

with us?   

 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!!  
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY  

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Jennifer (to David): “I don’t want you to do that [change her Biology grade from F to C 

on the school’s computerized records].  You’re going to get me in trouble.  Change it 

back.”  

War Games 
 

“It is better to suffer wrong than to do it, and happier to be sometimes cheated than not 

to trust.”  

Samuel Johnson, 18th Century English poet, critic 



	   	  

“Drawing is the honesty of the art.  There is no possibility of cheating.  It is either good 

or bad.”  

Salvador Dali, 20th Century Spanish painter 
 

“There is a hole in the moral ozone and it’s getting bigger.”  

Michael Josephson, 20th-21st Century American; law professor, attorney, lecturer; 

founder of the nonprofit Joseph and Edna Josephson institute of Ethics 
 

“Rather fail with honor than succeed by fraud.”  

Sophocles, ancient Greek playwright 

 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(Younger Students)  Think about one responsibility you try to avoid.  Spend the next 

week praying for God’s help in trying to live up to, instead of dodging, this 

responsibility. 

(Older Students)  The Sacraments of Initiation (Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist) are 

special ways we are joined to the life, work and gifts of the Holy Spirit. Two of these 

gifts are the following: 

Counsel (helps us to know the difference between right and wrong) 

Fortitude (helps us to overcome fear and to stand up for what is right in the sight 

of God) 

Spend the next week asking for the grace of God’s Spirit to live your everyday life by 

using the gifts of Counsel and Fortitude. 



	   	  

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(Younger Students)  Look at TV commercials for a week.  Do you find any that 

encourage, or at list wink at, taking credit for someone else’s idea or work?  Be 

prepared to share this information in a class discussion. 

(Older Students)  In the quotes above, ethicist Michael Josephson says, “There is a 

hole in the moral ozone.”  What does this mean?  Search the medium of you choice 

(film, TV, Internet, print, recorded music, etc.) for examples pertaining to plagiarism and 

piracy that support his statement.  Be prepared to share your findings in a class 

discussion. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Peer tutoring can be very effective.  Ask your teacher/catechist if there 

is any way that you can become involved in helping another student become proficient 

in a skill that (s)he lacks.  Examples: 

Help a younger child to improve reading or math skills. 

Hold a class “sports camp” after school to help classmates or others become better 

athletes. 

Help a primary grade teacher by assisting his/her students to learn their basic prayers. 

 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “HONOR”   
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 73) 

 

APPS:  
OT: Covenant; Commandments 

NT: Jesus and Responsibility 

Catholic Social Teaching; Civic Duty; Faithful Citizenship; Seventh Commandment



	   	  

	  
 
IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE  (NOT RATED) 
Responsibility       5:29 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:   
Do businesses and customers have responsibilities to each other? 
SYNOPSIS:  The Great Depression (thought to have begun with the stock market 

crash in 1929 and ended with the entrance of the US into World War II in 1941) was a 

very scary time for people throughout the country.  Many people lost their jobs and had 

no money.  Only a few managed to stay on top of everything during these grim years, 

while others panicked.  In this scene from one of the most popular movies of all time, 

George Bailey, owner of the local Building Savings and Loan, has just gotten married 

and is about to use the money he has saved for years to take his bride on a big 

honeymoon…until he sees a crowd gathered outside his office, a crowd that is scared 

and desperate. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Universal Studios; Directed by Frank Capra; Written 

by Frances Goodrich, Albert Hackett, and Frank Capra; Produced by Frank Capra; 

Starring James Stewart, Donna Reed, Lionel Barrymore, Thomas Mitchell, Ward Bond, 

and Henry Travers. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 



	   	  

NEXT:  
Do businesses and their customers have responsibilities to each other? 

If so, what are they and why? 

If no, why not? 

 

GOING DEEPER: 
In the movie, George always puts others before himself.  Some people say it is 

important to take care of oneself first.  Should he have used his own money, the money 

he had been saving for his honeymoon, to help out his customers? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  The Motion Picture Association of America (see 

www.mpaa.org/ratings/what-each-rating-means) has established a system of film 

ratings as a guide to parents.  It helps them know how to make responsible decisions 

about what films their children may view.  It is also a mandate for movie theaters when 

admitting young people under the age of 17: 

G -- General Audiences: All Ages Admitted 

PG – Parental Guidance Suggested: Some Material May Not Be Suitable for 

children 

PG-13 – Parents Strongly Cautioned: Some material May Be Inappropriate for 

Children Under 13 

R – Restricted: Children Under 17 Require Accompanying Parent or Adult 

Guardian 

NC-17 – No One 17 and Under Admitted 

How do most young people your age (and their parents) abide by these ratings?  Do 

they behave responsibly?  In your experience, do the  theaters abide by these 

restrictions?  Explain. 



	   	  

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“…Conduct your affairs with humility, and you will be loved more than a giver of gifts.”  

(Sirach 3:17) 

“Seek the Lord, all you humble of the earth, who have observed his law;  Seek justice, 

seek humility…”  (Zephaniah 2:3) 

“I…urge you to live in a manner worthy of the call you have received with all humility 

and gentleness, with patience, bearing with one another through love…”   

(Ephesians 4:2) 

“Who among you is wise and understanding?  Let him show his works by a good life in 

the humility that comes from wisdom.”  (James 3:13) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US?  
(Younger students might like to act out this selection before the discussion.) 

Read John 19:26-27 in which the crucified Jesus entrusts his mother to the care of one 

of his disciples, as if they were mother and son.  What responsibilities might this new 

situation call for from each of them?  

 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

George Bailey: "We’ll get through this thing all right.  We’ve got to stick together, 

though.  We’ve got to have faith in each other.”  

It’s A Wonderful Life 
 

“It is easy to dodge our responsibilities, but we cannot dodge the consequences of 

dodging our responsibilities.”  

John Charles Stamp, 19th-20th Century English economist 



	   	  

“Let everyone sweep in front of his own door, and the whole world will be clean.” 

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 18th-19th Century German; playwright, poet 
 

“if you want children to keep their feet on the ground, put some responsibility on their 

shoulders.”  

Abigail Van Buren pen name of Pauline Phillips, 20th Century American; founder of 

the notable advice column, “Dear Abby” 
 

“The willingness to accept responsibility for one’s own life is the source from which self-

respect springs.”  

Joan Didion, 20th-21st Century American author 

 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY AND 3.  MEDIA ACTIVITY AND 4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION 
(COMBINED!) 

(All Students)  Watch TV, listen to the radio, and go online to discover an array of 

commercials and ads for local and/or national businesses.  Make note of their 

frequency.  Then, do some research (online, print, etc.) on those businesses that have 

a reputation for behaving responsibly.   

After completing this phase of the assignment, spend the next week praying for the 

success of several of these businesses – that they may continue their fair business 

practices, their environmental responsibility or their contributions to charities. 

Then, write a letter to the President/CEO of several of these companies to applaud 

their ethical practices. 

Be prepared to report on this activity at a date to be determined by your 

teacher/catechist. 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “HONOR”  
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 73) 

 

APPS:  
OT: Humility; Justice 

NT: Discipleship; Honor; Responsibility 



	  

	  
 
EIGHT MEN OUT  (PG) 
Integrity       0:58 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  Can your friends count on your integrity?  Why? 
SYNOPSIS: George “Buck” Weaver and his teammates, the 1919 Chicago White Sox, 

are possibly the best team ever to play baseball.  However, when some of his 

underpaid teammates decide to “fix” the World Series, Buck must decide whether he 

should join them or turn them in. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Orion Pictures and MGM; Directed by John Sayles; 

Written by John Sayles (from a book by Eliot Asinof); Produced by Sarah Pillsbury and 

Midge Sanford; Starring John Cusack, Christopher Lloyd, John Mahoney, Charlie 

Sheen, David Strathairn, and D.B. Sweeney. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT: 
Can your friends count on you? 

Can you count on your friends? 



	   	  

GOING DEEPER: 
Have you ever experienced being let down by someone you trust? (No names!) 

How did you feel about that person after that? 

What does “honor” mean to you? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  Your friend invited you to go to a [insert something of interest to you – 

sporting event, theatrical production, party, etc.] with him/her on Friday night.  it is 

something you would really enjoy.  The morning of the event, (s)he calls to say that 

something has come up and (s)he won’t be going after all.  It’s disappointing, but you 

understand that emergencies happen.  When you get to school on Monday, you learn 

that your friend went to the event after all and took someone else with him/her.  How 

should you deal with this? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“For my integrity you have supported me and let me stand in your presence forever.” 

(Psalm 41:13) 

“Better a poor man who walks in his integrity than he who is crooked in his ways and 

rich.”  (Proverbs 19:1) 

“Love justice, you who judge the earth, think of the Lord in goodness, and seek him in 

integrity of heart.”  (Wisdom of Solomon 1:1) 

“God of my fathers, Lord of mercy, you who have made all things by your word and in 

your wisdom have established man to rule the creatures produced by you.  To govern 

the world in holiness and justice, and to render justice in integrity of heart.” (Wisdom of 

Solomon 9: 1-3) 

“[Show] yourself as a model of good deeds in every respect, with integrity in your 

teaching, dignity.”  (Titus 2:7) 



	   	  

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US?  
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read most or all of these selections and decide how Jesus dealt with rejection and 

betrayal by two of his trusted associates, Judas and Peter.  What can we learn from 

Jesus in this regard? 

Judas – Matthew 26:14ff.; 26:25; 26:47; 27:3Mark 14:10ff.; 14;43ff. Luke 22:3-4; 

22:47ff. John 13:2ff.; 18:2ff. 

Peter – Matthew 26:69-75  Mark 14:66-72 Luke 22:54-62 John 18:15-27 

 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

George: "You go out on the field and you don’t know who’s trying and who’s not.”  

Eight Men Out 
 

“Integrity can be neither lost not concealed nor faked nor quenched nor artificially come 

by nor outlived, nor, I believe, in the long run, denied.”   

Eudora Welty, 20th Century American; novelist and short story writer; Pulitzer Prize 

winner in 1972 
 

“My father was very strong.  I don’t agree with a lot of the ways he brought me up.  I 

don’t agree with a lot of his values, but he did have a lot of integrity, and if he told us 

not to do something, he didn’t do it either.”  

Madonna, 20th-21st Century American; singer, actress 
 

“Never separate the life you live from the words you speak.”  

Paul Wellstone, 20th-21st Century American; firmer senator from Minnesota 



	   	  

“Integrity is doing the right thing, even if nobody is watching.”  

Jim Stovall, 20th-21st Century American writer; blind himself, he is an activist on behalf 

of people with blindness 
 

“It is discouraging how many people are shocked by honesty and how few by deceit.” 

Noël Coward, 20th Century English playwright, composer, director, actor and singer 

 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Can your friends count on you?  For the next week, pray for guidance 

to be the kind of friend your friends need. 

 

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Research films or TV or recorded music for a week to discover how 

many examples of their promotion of honor you can find.  Bring your findings to a class 

discussion. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Go online to research one of the following historic Catholic leaders: 

Blessed Theresa of Calcutta 

St. Damien of Molokai 

Blessed Pope John XXIII 

Archbishop Oscar Romero of El Salvador 

The Four Women Martyrs of El Salvador 

Dorothy Day 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton 

Some of these people were martyred for their faith, some were not.  All of them, 

however, stood for something greater than themselves and were honorable people.  

Bring your findings back to a class discussion, the conclusion of which will be a group 

commitment to live by at least one of the principles of charity and justice that marked 

these individuals’ lives. 



	   	  

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “HONOR”  
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 73) 

 

APPS:   
OT: Psalms, Proverbs; Wisdom of Solomon 

NT: The Twelve, especially Peter and Judas 

Trust; Honor; Integrity; Betrayal; Commandments; Catholic Heroes 



	  

	  
 
BATMAN BEGINS  (PG-13) 
Honorable Intentions       0:59 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  Can intentions be honorable without action? 
SYNOPSIS: Billionaire playboy – that is the image Bruce Wayne, secretly the Batman, 

wants everyone to see.  In order to fit in, he acts like something he is not.  But when 

Bruce runs into someone very dear to him from long ago and tries to convince her 

there is more to him than what she sees, he receives a tough lesson about the 

difference between good intentions and right actions. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Warner Brothers; Directed by Christopher Nolan; 

Written by Christopher Nolan and David S. Goyer; Produced by Larry Franco, Charles 

Roven, and Emma Thomas; Starring Christian Bale, Michael Caine, Liam Neeson, 

Katie Holmes, Gary Oldman, Morgan Freeman, Cillian Murphy, Tom Wilkinson, Rutger 

Hauer, and Ken Watanabe. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?   

OR With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why?

 

NEXT:  Can intentions be honorable without action? 



	   	  

GOING DEEPER: 
Some people always say, “Actions speak louder than words.”  Others talk about 

“walking the talk.”  What do these expressions mean? 

Can you think of any examples: 

From history? 

From our current society? 

From your own experience? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(Younger Students)  Your teacher promises your class all the time that (s)he will give 

the whole class a treat if they behave well for a whole week.  Weeks and weeks have 

gone by – good behavior, but no treat.  So, now what?  Do you say something to the 

teacher? 

(Older Students)  The drama teacher promised your very talented friend  the lead in 

the next school production, but when the time came to cast the play, he gave the role 

to another student.  Now your friend feels betrayed.  Any advice for this friend? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Then call on me in time of distress; I will rescue you, and you shall honor me.”   

(Psalm 50:15) 

“Restore my honor: turn and comfort me.”  (Psalm 71:21) 

“Honor is the possession of wise men, but fools inherit shame.”  (Proverbs 3:35) 

“The prince, the ruler, the judge are in honor; but none is greater than [the one] who 

fears God.”  (Sirach 10:23) 

“…eternal life to those who seek glory, honor and immortality through perseverance in 

good works.”  (Romans 2:7) 



	   	  

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US?  
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read the crucifixion and resurrection stories in each of the four Gospels.  How do 

these accounts present a portrait of Jesus living out the mottoes, “Actions speak louder 

than words” and “walking the talk”? 

 
THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 

(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 
 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLES ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Bruce: "All this…it’s not me.  Inside…I am…more."  Rachel: "It’s not who you are 

underneath, it’s what you do that defines you.”  

Batman Begins 
 

“A hero is an ordinary individual who finds the strength to persevere and endure in 

spite of overwhelming obstacles.”  

Christopher Reeve, 20th-21st Century American; film director and actor; was activist 

for people suffering from spinal chord injury 
 

“A hero is someone who understands the responsibility that comes with his freedom.”  

Bob Dylan, 20th-21st Century American singer-songwriter 
 

“A hero is no braver than an ordinary man, but he is braver five minutes longer.”  

Ralph Waldo Emerson, 19th Century American; poet, lecturer and essayist 

 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  This week, pray for the courage and guidance to be the kind of person 

who “walks the talk” and can be counted on by those you know. 



	   	  

3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Name five TV heroes/heroines and five movie heroes/heroines.  What 

makes them heroic?  Be prepared to defend your choices in a class discussion. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Plain and simple: what action can you and/or your classmates take that 

will demonstrate your commitment to justice in your community (local or global)?  What 

action will speak louder than words?  What talk will you walk? 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “HONOR”  
(CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 73) 

 

APPS:  
OT: Psalms and Proverbs; Heroes of Israelite History 

NT: Jesus’ Crucifixion and Death; Catholic Heroes/Role Models 



	   	  

WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING “HONOR”3 
 

For Christians, the Bible is THE sacred book, divided into two parts (Old 
Testament, or Hebrew Scriptures, and New Testament, or Christian Scriptures), 
composed by many different human authors, and inspired by the Holy Spirit.  
The selections from ”Christianity” and “Judaism” below come from the Catholic 
translation known as the New American Bible (the same as that used in Mass 
and all other sacramental liturgies).  It is important to note that the selection from 
“Judaism” below comes from the text of Scripture that Judaism and Catholic 
Christianity hold in common. 
 

However, many other faith traditions throughout the world have produced written 
records of their own beliefs and/or reflections on the practice of faith in one’s 
everyday life.  Listing these here as well will assist the teacher/catechist to draw 
on a wealth of wisdom when engaging the students in dialog about this theme. 
 

Christianity 
Give honor to all. 

1 Peter 2:17 
 

Judaism 
He who pursues justice and kindness will find life and honor. 

Proverbs 21:21 
 

Islam 
He who says: "There is no thing like Him [God]" has indeed spoken the truth. 

Al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya II: 661 
 

Buddhism 

He speaks truth, from the truth he never swerves; faithful and trustworthy, he breaks 

not his word to the world. 

Digha Nikayya - Brahma Gala Sutta 1:9 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Special Thanks to:  William Gallington: Universal Spiritual Thoughts,  Ilene Cooper: The Golden Rule,  Munir Shaikh: Writer, 
UCLA Doctoral Student	  



	   	  

Hinduism 
Let, therefore a wise man ever speak the truth when it is agreeable; and when the truth 

would inflict pain, let him hold his peace. 

Vishnu Purana III: 12 
 
Sikhism 
One universal creator God.  The name is truth...True in the primal beginning.  True 

throughout the ages. 

Guru Granth Sahib  Jup 1: 1 
 
Bahá'í 
Happy the man that hath clung unto the truth, detached from all that is in the heavens 

and all that is on the earth. 

Epistle to the Son of the Wolf: p. 139 
 
Zoroastrianism 
For any human being, the purification of character is done thus . . . with good thoughts, 

good words, good deeds. 

Zoroastrian saying 
 
Confucianism 
The Master said, "The object of the superior man is truth, not food...The superior man 

is anxious lest he should not get truth; he is not anxious lest poverty should come upon 

him." 

Analects 15: 31 
 

Native American Religions 
When an elder speaks, be silent and listen. 

Mohawk 



	   	  

African Traditional Religions 
O my Father, Great Elder, I have no words to thank you, But with your deep wisdom I 

am sure that you can see How I value your glorious gifts. O my Father, when I look 

upon your greatness, I am confounded with awe. O Great Elder, Ruler of all things 

earthly and heavenly, I am your warrior, Ready to act in accordance with your will. 

African Traditional Religions.  Kikuya Prayer (Kenya)   
 

 
FILM CLIPS ABOUT “HONOR” FROM OTHER EPISODES IN THIS SERIES 

 
EPISODE 1:  HONESTY   COOPERATION   RESPECT 
Liar Liar 
The son of a fast track lawyer makes a birthday wish that his father will not lie for 24 

hours. When his wish comes true, his father tries desperately to get his son to change 

his wish. 

 
Cool Runnings 
An Olympic bobsled coach attempts to explain why he cheated in an important race. 

 
Big Fat Liar 
Jason Shepherd has a history of telling tall tails.  Now he says he is telling the truth.  

Will anyone believe him? 

 
Ice Age 
A team of animals work together to save a human baby, but are betrayed by one of 

their own. 

 
Shrek 
Princess Fiona reveals her secret to Donkey, and begs him not to tell Shrek. 



	   	  

Babe 
Fly, the female sheepdog tells Babe to do whatever it takes to make the sheep listen to 

him, but Babe learns how to accomplish the task by being polite. 

 
EPISODE 2:  KINDNESS   SELF-CONTROL   GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP  
Chariots of Fire 
Harold Abrams is devastated by his loss to Eric Liddell. He tells his best friend, “If I 

can’t win, I won’t run.” 

 
The Legend of Bagger Vance 
During a championship golf match Bagger Vance causes his ball to move when he 

brushes a twig out of the way.  Only Bagger and his youngest fan are witnesses. 

 

The Mighty Ducks 
The coach of the hockey team tells one of his players to cheat in order to win.  The 

player refuses. 

 

Bend it Like Beckham 
During a game, Jess reacts angrily when the opposition player uses a racial slur 

against her. 
 
Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius 
When aliens abduct all the parents in Jimmy Neutron’s neighborhood, the young 

people go wild. 

 
Seabiscuit 
Red is fouled in a race. He strikes back and both riders lose the race.  Afterward, the 

owner and trainer talk to Red about what happened. 
 

Finding Nemo 
The sharks try to refrain from eating fish, but one is tempted after smelling blood. 



	   	  

EPISODE 3:  COURAGE   PERSEVERANCE   LOYALTY 
The Secret Life of Zoey 
Zoey’s best friend tells Zoey’s mother that Zoey is mixed up with a bad crowd and 

needs help. 

 
School of Rock 
Dewey’s band mates kick him out of the band Dewey started because Dewey is an 

embarrassment and his membership in the band keeps them from winning the battle of 

the bands. 

 

The Addams Family 
Having lost their home to crooks, Morticia gives her family a pep talk, insisting, “We will 

survive.” 

 
Chariots of Fire 
Eric Liddell stumbles and falls during a race, but gets back up and wins. 

 
EPISODE 4:   
KNOWING YOURSELF   FACING PEER PRESSURE   UNDERSTANDING BULLIES  
Back to the Future 
Marty sees his father tortured by a bully and wonders why his father let it happen. 

 

The Ant Bully 
A boy who has been bullied takes out his anger on ants. 

 

The War 
The father of a boy who has been humiliated by bullies gives the bullies a gift. 

 
EPISODE 5:  PRIDE   CITIZENSHIP   HONOR    
Akeelah and the Bee 
In the finals of a spelling bee, a contender intentionally misses a word and is 

confronted by her opponent. 



	   	  

The Spirit of America  
An inspiring and challenging montage of short clips from the history of American 

movies explores American style and values. 

 
Eight Men Out 
A player for the White Sox shares his suspicion that his teammates are cheating. 

 
War Games 
A student hacks into school records and changes grades. 

 

It’s a Wonderful Life 
A man and wife risk everything to protect the savings of members of the Savings and 

Loan. 
 
The Ant Bully 
Lucas and Zoc, an ant warrior, discuss how their respective societies deal with diversity 

and violence. 

 
World Trade Center 
At the end of the film, at a “welcome home” party, John McLoughlin reflects:  “It’s all 

about ... people taking care of other people, for no other reason than it’s the right thing 

to do.” 

 
EPISODE 6:  VISION   FORGIVENESS   EMPATHY (THE GOLDEN RULE) 
Star Trek: The Undiscovered Country 
At the beginning of the film Kirk reflects on whether he can put aside his hatred of the 

Borgs, who are responsible for the death of Kirk’s son, in order to negotiate a peace 

agreement. 

 
Kicking and Screaming 
Phil Weston finally apologizes to his son for his out-of-control and insensitive coaching. 

 



	   	  

EPISODE 7:  MAKING A DIFFERENCE   TEAMWORK   CARING FOR OTHERS    
Remember the Titans: “Rule it like Titans” 
Coach Boone outlines the challenges of playing as a truly integrated football team. 

 
Remember the Titans: “Attitude reflects leadership” 
The team’s white captain and black star argue over the importance of teamwork and 

unprejudiced leadership. 

 
Remember the Titans: “Go give it to him” 
In a crucial game, a player asks Coach Yoast to replace him with another player who 

has an attitude but is better than he is. 

 
Remember the Titans: “Make sure they remember” 
Titans Coach Bill Yoast confronts a game referee about his prejudicial calls.  Afterward 

Yoast challenges his players to fight on with renewed discipline and commitment. 

 

Into the Arms of Strangers: “Kurt meets his foster family” 
Kurt Fuchel and his British foster mother describe getting to know each other. 

 

Into the Arms of Strangers: “I was meant to survive” 

A Jewish survivor of World War II reflects on the purpose of his life. 
 

EPISODE 8: 
ON BEING A FAITHFUL CITIZEN:   SOLIDARITY   INTEGRITY   DEFIANCE   
RESPONSIBILITY 
The Spirit of America  
An inspiring and challenging montage of short clips from the history of American 

movies explores American style and values. 
 
Glory 
During the Civil War white officers join their black troops in protesting unequal pay 

based on race.  



	   	  

It’s a Wonderful Life 
George and Mary Bailey commit their own funds to guarantee deposits in the Savings 

and Loan and prevent bankruptcy.  

 
Born on the Fourth of July 
Paralyzed in the Vietnam War, Ron Kovic becomes an anti-war and pro-human rights 

activist after feeling betrayed by the country he fought for.  
 
Saving Private Ryan 
Years later, James Ryan reflects on the supreme sacrifices other soldiers made on his 

behalf. 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Film Clips for Catholic Youth Faith Formation is available via  
DVD’s, Internet Streaming, and School Site Servers.   

Please call (805) 984 5907
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